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This paper presents a simplified procedure for the
identification and determination of the individual
a-keto acids, namely, pyruvic acid, a-ketoglutaric
acid, and oxaloacetic acid It is an extraction
method specific for pyruvic acid with one extraction of the hydrazone by the proper choice of solvent and one reextraction with carbonate Total
hydrazones may also be determined with the proper splvent, in a direct method, which can be used
ri the clinical laboratory as a rapid, approximate
test (The Sd® indicates that this paper has been
cited in over 2,125 publications since 19551

admission, they were given a reducing diet for a
relatively short periodof time that was deficient in
the vitamin B complex. In thiamine deficiency,
both pyruvic acid and lactic acid accumulate during increased breakdown of carbohydrates. It was
later shown that the ratio of lactic acid to pyruvic
acid in the blood proved to be more sensitive for
detecting thiamine deficiency than the blood levels of the patients at rest. The patients accomplished their goals, and the laboratory staff did
also.
The method for the determination of pyruvic
acid involves the reaction with nitrophenylhydra1
zines and simplifies the technique of Lu. Just one
p
—
extraction of the hydrazones is sufficient and accurate. It can also be used for the differential extraction of specific a-keto acids with a choice of a
specific solvent for each. Xylene, toluol, and benzene are recommended for the determination of
Gladys Haugen Wolcott
pyruvic acid. Ethyl acetate or other nonspecific
16570 Adlon Road
solvents such as ethyl ether and caprylic alcohol
Encino, CA 91436
are useful for the determination of total keto
acids. Subsequently, the acid hydrazones are reextracted only once with sodium carbonate. The difJanuary 12, 1985
ferences in the absorption of light by various
hydrazones may be measured by the ratio of phoAs a graduate student at Northwestern Universi- tometric densities, preferably at two wavelengths
of light
ty Medical School, I had the privilege of working
under YE. Friedemann in a new, well-equipped
There was never any lack of participants in our
experimental work Office workers, laboratory
research laboratory, when pioneer work in the
workers, and medical students were always willing
chemistry and physiology of vitamins and methods
for the determination of vitamins in biological
to serve as subjects, sometimes for remuneration
and often as justification of a social visit to the
materials was in progress It was known that
human thiamine deficiency could be diagnosed
laboratory personnel.
with a method for the measurement of the concenPerhaps the reasons for citation are the simplictration of either thiamine, or cocarboxylase— the
ity, accuracy, and exhaustive details of the method
pyrophosphate ester of thiamine, or pyruvic acid
for pyruvic acid, which holds a significant role in
in blood and urine. Pyruvic acid has been called
carbohydrate metabolism. With a relatively simple and reliable basic method, other aspects of pythe keystone of carbohydrate metabolism in the
tri-carboxylic acid cycle. Thiamine plays an impor- ruvic acid metabolism were suggested and investitant role in the metabolism of carbohydrates. Co- gated. We later studied the effects of anoxia at
carboxylase, or diphosphothiamine, catalyzes the
high altitudes, various foods, and various degrees
aerobic decomposition of pyruvic acid to acetal- of muscular activity Related work that cites the
dehyde and carbon dioxide
pyruvic3 acid method includes studies of pyruvate
4
A collaborating physician had hospitalized two
kinase, pyruvate and acetate metabolism,
and
5
patients in the hope of reducing their weights from
formation of serine from pyruvate.
over 300 pounds to approximately 150 Their food
Friedemann, the senior author (who died in
intake had to be closely supervised. Of concern to
1983), made significant contributions in his career
the physician was a careful record of vitamin B
of more than 50 years in the fields of biochemistry,
levels in blood during the weight loss We were1
bacteriology, physiology. and nutrition, with pubmotivated to complete a reliable method for
lications on antiketogenesis, lactic and pyruvic
measuring vitamin B levels in blood and urine
acids, metabolism and methods for the determinaand to correlate these1with pyruvic acid levels. The
tion of alcohol, oxidation of sugars and acetone
dietary history of the two patients indicated a
bodies, human carbohydrate and fat metabolism,
daily intake of less than 500 y of thiamine over a
and utilization and methods for the determination
period of several months prior to their admission
of vitamins. He has been listed in American Men of
to the hospital Their clinical signs and symptoms
Science and American Men and Women of Sciindicated a vitamin B-complex deficiency After ence
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